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    On November 20, 2006 Christopher Bollyn's wife Helje ordered to have the domainname bollyn.com
      registered with an Estonian ISP. She emailed me the following on Aug 14, 2007:

      Well this sounded pretty unlikely to me, as i myself have had rather different experiences,
      where illegal parking and bulk preregistering of complete sections of Civil Names records
      were going on back in 1999 and the year 2000. In fact any possible attractive names 
      collection is nowadays pre-registered by domain sale sharks. 

      When checking with domaintools.com i indeed found out that bollyn.com has been officially
      registered for the first time on 2006-11-20 :

      Below you see the 2006-11-20 registration, which is indeed with an Estonian ISP, but not with
      Bollyn as the Registrant/Owner. The addtional records in 2007 are all with the same original 
      Registrant Kenneth Pea. So that's just fine. Still its rather unlikely that bollyn.com hasn't
      been registered before the year 2006, as the domainnames bolyn.com and boleyn.com had already
      been registered in 2001. The domainname bolyn.com has even been registered as part of a shark
      domain sale raid on regular surnames in 2001, as bolyn.com was even for sale at
      www.domainsystems.com in POMPANO BEACH, FL in the year 2001... 

      So something stinks for sure here...

"Why do you think that bollyn.com must have been registered before? There

are very few Bollyns in the world, it's a rare name. I bought it last

year for a regular price of $10 or less. Chris has known abour Rahm

Manuel when he was the Chief of Staff, the right hand man, for President

Clinton and who helped him to push through Nafta. Chris has studied

Israel and Palestine since 1975 so there is no co-incidence between rahm

Manuel and creating the bollyn.com site at a certain date. Sorry. I just

finally got my act together and bought the domain name."














